FIRE SUPPORT PACKAGE

OVERVIEW

SIX ELEMENTS

Laser Shot’s Call for Fire package enables the Forward Observer (FO)/
Joint Forward Observer (JFO) to seamlessly scan and view a 360-degree
environment with simulated M22 binoculars on geographic/specific target
locations to allow the FO to send the Call for Fire to Fire Direction Center
(FDC). FO/JFO can conduct all 8 missions from Table V in TC 3-09.8. FO/JFO
can simultaneoulsly conduct surface to surface fires and air to surface fires
allowing the FO/JFO to conduct Terminal Guidance Operations (TGO) for
inbound aircraft. Equipped with the IZLID allows the FO/JFO to conduct IR
designation for Rotary Wing and Fixed Wing gunships for night operations.

* Observer

Options include M22 binoculars, Infrared Zoom Laser Illuminator Designator
(IZLID), and Lightweight Laser Designator Rangefinder (LLDR). These
devices are powered by Laser Shot‘s proprietary CrosshairTM technology,
which utilizes embedded micro displays and always-on infrared lasers
to display a magnified view of the point-of-aim of each device and/or to
designate targets in the virtual world.
This package interacts with Virtual Battlespace 3 (VBS3), which gives
soldiers the capability of depicting all current and future munitions,
simulating artillery, mortar and other fires on a variety of stationary and
moving targets

Identification

* Warning Order
* Target Location

* Target Description
* Method of Engagement
* Method of Fire and
Control

M22 BINOCULARS

IZLID

LLDR

M22 BINOCULARS
Laser Shot’s simulated binoculars
enable the Forward Observer
(FO) to seamlessly scan and
view a 360-degree environment
on geographic/ specific target
locations, to allow the FO/JFO
to send the Call for Fire to Fire
Direction Center (FDC). Soldiers
have the capability of depicting
all current and future munitions,
simulating artillery, and mortar
fires on a variety of stationary
and moving targets. The direction
in degrees and mils is inside
the M22 Binos’ giving real time
direction as the FO/JFO are
scanning their target area.

Our binocular technology sets us apart from our competitors, plugand- play Ocular utilization along with the latest Virtual Battle
Space (VBS) software allows students to train on the following
standard tasks:

* Observer Location
* Direction
* Adjust Fire (Grid,

Shift from Known
Point, Polar Plot)

* Immediate

Suppression

* Fire for Effect

(Grid, Shift from
Known Point,
Polar Plot)

* Immediate
Smoke

* Quick Smoke

* Coordinated

* Close Air

* Final Protective

* Naval Surface

Illumination
Fire

Support

Fire Support
(NSFS)

IZLID

VIRTUAL BATTLESPACE 3

Laser Shot’s simulated IZLID is a
compact and lightweight IR laser for
pointing and marking targets in VBS3
with an embedded infrared laser. All
input controls will feature true-to-life
functionality for maximum realism.

Laser Shot’s MMTS uses VBS3 and can easily
integrate with networking multiple units or
combining to existing US military assets that
utilize VBS3 for larger collective training
exercises. Endless training scenarios can
be created and edited as needed to adjust
to specific training requirements. The VBS3
Tactical Weapon Simulator modules included
are specifically written to integrate real or
simulated weapon training simulations that can
be employed for both individual and small unit
tactical exercises.

LLDR
Laser Shot’s simulated LLDR features
an embedded micro display and alwayson infrared laser that will accurately
calculate the distance from the Soldier
to the target in the virtual world. All
input controls will feature true-to- life
functionality for maximum realism.
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